2000 dodge dakota ac clutch
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feedback. The Clutch includes all parts needed to replace your old clutch. What you see in the
picture is what you will get. Please scroll down and read all RED notes before purchasing. It will
NOT fit aftermarket compressors that are poor copies. All parts I am offering are made by OEM
certified supplier. Unlike many other sellers I can't afford to sell cheap copies The only
component on your compressor, that never stops moving, is your clutch and most failures are
the clutch NOT the compressor. If you have basic mechanical skills you can do it by yourself
without dealing with the Refrigerant Freon. By replacing only the clutch, you are saving on
labor, compressor and parts like filter drier and expansion valve. This Item fits:. You can also
identify your clutch, if your vehicle is equipped with one of the genuine Chrysler compressor
numbers below:. Item is shipped within 1 business day of receipt of payment, 24 hours to the
address provided by PayPal. You must email us with the Reason for Return and all item
information: Item transaction Number, Your e-mail address, Date you paid for the item etc. All
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Clutches sku: CAC. An automobile can have numerous serious problems and a dysfunctional
AC compressor clutch is one of them. When this component does not work properly, the engine
does not get the cold air flow â€” leading to some major complications. Knowing how to
manually engage AC compressor clutch will help you skip a visit to the mechanic. Plus, you
should also know how to examine the clutch to find out if it is faulty or not. Using low-quality oil
could be a reason for failing AC compressor clutch but it could happen even if you use
synthetic oil and high-quality coolant. In a few cases, the clutch does not engage due to a
clogged refrigerant circuit. If you want to diagnose an AC compressor clutch for defects, apply
these techniques:. Set all air conditioning controls to the MAX before kicking off the engine.
Check the front side of the clutch to examine its condition. Also, find out whether the clutch and
the pulley are spinning. If only the pulley is rotating, the compressor clutch is having an issue,
which could be stemming from several sources â€” a blown fuse, bad clutch oil, low-pressure
lockout, or an open wire in the oil. A careful inspection of the system and its components will
help you to pinpoint the source of trouble. In this step, you have to detach the connector cable
from clutch oil. Keep it safely away from all other components. Use a digital voltmeter to
measure the ground and voltage of the battery at the detached connector cable. Go on to check
the fuse if you cannot read the voltage readings. Move on to the clutch relay if the fuse turns out
fine. In a few car models, the power of the air conditioning system flows from the AC switch to
the fuse before being transmitted to the clutch oil through the low-pressure evaporator
temperature. You have to make sure that the compressor has enough oil to function properly.
When you are sure that there is a problem with the clutch, the next part is to engage it. The next
section tells you how to manually engage AC compressor clutch at home. Engaging the AC
compressor clutch at home is not rocket science. There are a couple of ways you can fix the
problem to bring back the air conditioning system in order. What is the most common reason
for an air conditioning compressor not to engage? Low level of refrigerant. When the coolant
level in the system goes down, the low-pressure switch does not allow the compressor to
rotate. How to manually engage AC compressor clutch when the system is low on antifreeze?
Just adding refrigerant will solve this problem. If your car is compatible with Ra type of
refrigerant, attaching a can to the system will override the low-pressure switch and restore the
normal function of the compressor clutch. Tips â€” When you are going to manually engage the
compressor, make sure that the system has enough oil. Inadequate lubrication can damage the
compressor. The process is a bit different for older cars that are not compatible with the Ra
type. Examine the oil level in the compressor. Add oil if the level is below the normal point.
Unplug the single wire connector on the front side of the compressor. Take the fused jumper

wire and connect its one end to that side of the wire connector that was connected to the
compressor. Attach the other end of the jumper wire to the positive terminal of the battery. It will
supply the battery voltage to the compressor clutch, allowing it to engage manually. There is no
need to switch on the air conditioning system for this method to work. Tips â€” You should
route the jumper wire to avoid it getting tangled or interfering with other moving components. It
is an ominous sign when the clutch engages but the compressor does not spin. Changing the
compressor clutch could be the only solution in this case. A bad AC compressor clutch needs
immediate fixing. A delay can cause serious damage to the air conditioning system and the
engine. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He owns a car repair
shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his sharing posts. The
Answer. Everything You Need To Know! I have just refilled my C ACâ€¦â€¦â€¦. I have an open
coil. The car is a honda civic with K miles and has banged up bumper. So I could do the clutch
removal, grinding and replace. Any downside? Bad for the car to start with compressor on? The
Compressor is not meant to run all the time. That is why the clutch assembly is necessary. The
computer can turn it on when needed, then off when it has done its job. Leave A Reply Cancel
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to me Also, does anyone know how hard it is to replace an AC Clutch? Never done it The reason
i say slowly is that the refridgerant and oil will leak out and you don't want the oil spraying all
over everything. Once the refridgerant is gone finish removing the bolt, but be careful not to
lose the two washers. Disconnect the two electrical connections and the pump will come right
out. Not a tree-hugging enviro-nazi, just try not to intentionally do things like that. To change to
clutch assy. If you know someone that does this work or owns a shop, you maybe can borrow
the tools. If not, it is more cost effective to pay someone to do it. How do you know you clutch is
the problem? Lemme know what this value is. They spent a good 45 min. Bad thing is they know
they've got you. I'd call a couple of other shops, tell them exactly what you want done and see if
they'll give you a ballpark figure. With labor rates going thru the roof these days that may be not
too far off. I hate seeing people get raped by shops! But,by the time you buy the parts, the
special spanner and puller, refrigerant and pay someone to recover and then evacuuate it might
cost about the same. Like I said, call around. AC clutch never engages. I hooked a pressure
gauge up to the low side port and it has 25PSI, which is at the low end of the "Safe" zone on my
guage. I can turn the compressor over by hand easily, it is not frozen up. I disconnected the
connector coming from the AC clutch to the wiring harness and probed it with a multimeter.
There is infinite resistance when I probe the harness side of the connector, as I assume it
should be. One lead ground, the other lead a signal wire pos. I also used a test light to confirm
the ground is good. When I probe the AC clutch side of the connector, I get NO resistance,
showing the two connector leads are shorted together somewhere. I assume this means I have
a bad AC clutch?? Makes sense to me too since I keep blowing fuses AC clutch fuse in the fuse
block under hood. Can someone please confirm that this is an indicator of a bad AC clutch?
Also, what pressure should I charge my system to? I'm going to try doing it without
disconnecting the compressor so I don't vent and have to recharge. The test OB described will
tell for sure. If it engages your system is very low on refrigerant-hence the 25 PSI reading you
got. I'm almost always about some convenience. I knew the clutch was bad because it would
engage for a few minutes then crap out. Next, I energized the clutch directly and same thing - It
would engage, then disengage. From what I understand, that happens only when the coil
around the clutch is bad or the clutch disk has excessive wear on it. When changing the clutch,
I only neaded a simple puller and a snap ring plier. It took about an hour and it worked great.
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